
To detect invasive tree/shrub species
Create training data set (It will be repeated 
as necessary.)
Train ML model and get results (This 
process will be repeated until desired 
accuracy is achieved.)
Conduct accuracy assessment -> Bayesian 
statistics, chi- square, confidence scores, 
visual inspection, feedback from land 
managers (May train the ML model again 
after this accuracy assessment.)
The entire project should be completed 
within six months.

Machine learning (ML) algorithm in Python
AI ML scikit learn, R- CNN, U- net

High- performance computer with powerful 
GPU
Remotely sensed high- resolution aerial 
imagery for the area of interest

List three to four SMART objectives for the 
project that integrate both technical and 
domain research

Must- Have Technologies
What specific technology approaches must 
be developed to enable those capabilities?

The goal of this project is to map invasive 
tree/shrub species using Machine Learning 
object detection technique to assist land 
managers for effective and efficient land 
management.

Must- Have Capabilities
What capabilities must absolutely be in 
place to enable the desired outcome from 
the domain perspective?

Problem Statement
What is the target technology? What 
should domain researchers using the 
target technology be able to do?

Goal Setting template - Tuesday afternoon Logic model template - Tuesday afternoon

Create training 
data set by 

drawing 
polygons 

around the 

The goal of this project is to map invasive tree/shrub species using Machine Learning object detection 
technique to assist land managers for effective and efficient land management.

Resources Activities

Use multiple 
bayes 
classifiers and 
evaluate the 
best one

Use ML models

Train the ML 
models with 

the classifiers

Logic Model for Hawaii 

Short- term 
outcomes Primary outcome Impact

object detection 
prediction 

results

create a false 
positive training 

data set

re- run the ML 
model

map of invasive 
tree/shrub species

effective land 
management

re- train the ML 
models

efficient land 
management

To protect 
native 

vegetations

Hi- resolution 
aerial imagery

Outputs/Metrics

Confusion 
matrics (TP, FP, 

TN, FN)

Accuracy scores
(Training and 

test)

Drop low 
confidence 
outcomes 

(training and 
test results)

Find the best 
parameters and 

adjust the 
parameters

Data Input
High Resolution Aerial 
Imagery of Vegetation

Pre- trained Machine Learning 
Algorithm for object detection

New table

FALSE Negative (FN) 
Type II Error

FALSE Positive (FP) 
Type 1 Error

TRUE negative

TRUE Positive

PREDICTED negative 
(PN)

PREDICTED 
Positive (PP)

ACTUAL 
negative (n)

ACTUAL 
Positive (P)

Total 
Population

Results

Sensitivity and Specificity

Training for Machine 
Learning Algorithm for 

object detection

Data input
Training Data set

Accuracy assessment
(This leads to Decision Tree)

Other factors:
 -  to derive Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from a 
publicly available contour map.
- to generate topography data (hillshade, slope, 
solar radiation)
- Soil data (may not be possible to obtain)
- Elevation (to derive from contour data)
- Water source and cloud location in time series

Using different classification approach
- Aggregated class: the same tree 
specie regardless its health or age 
condition
- Divided class: classed by tree age, etc.

Generating False Positive training data
Re

re- train the model
Re

Feedback from land managers

Create training data set 
by drawing polygons
>  min. 1,000 samples

Visual 
inspection and 
feedback from 

the land 
managers

Team Name: Hawai`i
Team members: Yoko and Dr. Echenbaum

Goal: to map invasive tree/shrub species using Machine Learning object detection 
technique to assist land managers for effective and efficient land management.


